
CS 251 - Lab 004
TA: Kage Weiss
Office Hours: R 2-2:50 FEC 2000, or by appointment.
Contact: mmweiss@unm.edu
Website: http://cs.unm.edu/~kageweiss/TA/cs251.html     -- SLIDES POSTED 

• Sign in sheet located on desk by TA

• Today we are working on Postfix (Lab 5)

• I am in the process of catching everyones’ grades up as there is a 
backlog, please be watching your grades for updates and let me 
know if you have ANY questions going into the midterm.

• I will be giving a midterm review NEXT EEEK



How I Grade Your Code:

• Chenoweth provides the rubric and occasionally tester code.
• I write tester code that thoroughly tests your code.
• If your code runs as expected with my tester, I’m happy.
• I then review your code (.java) to make sure it follows CS251 Code Standards.

• That means variable and method names, comments, privacy, NO TABS, etc.

• I can tell how much work you put into your code.
• I can tell who didn’t cite StackOverflow.
• If you obviously put work in, I’m happy to give points and comments!
• If you obviously didn’t put work in, I have to really look at your code and end up 

finding (and counting off for) minor infractions.
• Every point I take off is listed in the comments for the grade. Read them.



Info Block, tells who/when/what

Method is public, so it gets 
a JavaDoc comment}

}

Method is public, so it gets 
a JavaDoc comment, this 
one’s a bit longer because it 
has three fields

}

Indentations must be spaces, NOT Tabs



Info Block, tells who/when/what
No room on the slide, but you need a class comment too.

Method is public, so it gets a JavaDoc comment. 
It takes no arguments, but what does it do?}

}

Nested class is private, so no need for 
JavaDoc, but comments are still a part 
of documenting your code, what is this 
class?

}

Constructors you write need comments too}



Collections

An ARRAY of distinct QUEUESTACKS.

This is just the sort of needless complexity you have come to expect 
from your PERSONALLY CREATED COLLECTIONS.


